Most real-world odors are complex mixtures of distinct molecular components. Olfactory systems can adopt different strategies to contend with this stimulus complexity. In elemental processing, odor perception is derived from the sum of its parts; in configural processing, the parts are integrated into unique perceptual wholes. Here we used gaschromatography/mass-spectrometry techniques to deconstruct a complex natural food smell and assess whether olfactory salience is confined to the whole odor or is also embodied in its parts. By implementing an fMRI sensory-specific satiety paradigm, we identified reward-based changes in orbitofrontal cortex (OFC) for the whole odor and for a small subset of components. Moreover, component-specific changes in OFC-amygdala connectivity correlated with perceived value. Our findings imply that the human brain has direct access to the elemental content of a natural food odor, and highlight the dynamic capacity of the olfactory system to engage both objectlevel and component-level mechanisms to subserve behavior.
INTRODUCTION
An essential function of the brain is to encode and interpret the behavioral salience of stimuli encountered in the environment. Because the natural form of real-world stimuli is often a mixture or composite of physical features, sensory systems are confronted with the goal of synthesizing stimulus parts into perceptual wholes that retain ecological relevance for the perceiver. However, in many instances, behavioral salience can be embodied in the parts themselves, placing additional demands on sensory systems to read out and represent information about stimulus components.
The competition between component analysis and feature integration-that is, between parts and wholes-can be framed in terms of elemental and configural modes of perceptual processing. While many theoretical accounts suggest that one or the other system has exclusive influence over perception (Pearce, 1994; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972) , some models propose that task demands determine whether elemental or configural processing is engaged at any given time (Honey et al., 2014; Melchers et al., 2008 ). An example of such dual-mode processing in humans comes from studies of the visual system, which is capable of encoding the combined features of a complex face image as a configural representation (Kanwisher et al., 1997) , but can also extract elemental content of the same image from just the eyes alone (Whalen et al., 2004) .
In the case of the olfactory system, naturally occurring odors provide a unique opportunity to investigate the neural dynamics of elemental and configural processing. The majority of realworld smells are composed of complex mixtures of dozens, if not hundreds, of unique molecular components, each of which can in turn be described by myriad physicochemical parameters. Perhaps not surprisingly then, central processing of multidimensional odor stimuli is highly configural, such that complex odor mixtures are perceived as unified wholes, with no conscious access to physical stimulus features (Kay et al., 2005; Laing and Francis, 1989; Snitz et al., 2013) .
Piriform cortex (PC), a target of both afferent input from the olfactory bulb (OB) and associative input from higher-order brain areas including orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), is principally involved in olfactory configural coding. Animal studies indicate that mixtures of odorants evoke response patterns in PC that qualitatively differ from those evoked by the individual odorants. Moreover, these mixture-based responses cannot be reconstituted by combining responses to each odorant, implying that piriform representations of complex mixtures reflect more than the mere sum of the parts (Barnes et al., 2008; Stettler and Axel, 2009; Yoshida and Mori, 2007) .
Interestingly, a separate line of investigation has shown that individual components found in natural odors can support stereotypical behavioral responses evoked by the mixture wholes. In mice, a select volatile of male urine, (methylthio)methanethiol, was sufficient to enhance odor investigation times in female mice (Lin et al., 2005) ; in moths, odor components of the sacred Datura flower, including benzaldehyde, benzyl alcohol, and linalool, provoked feeding and flight behaviors that were indistinguishable from the whole floral fragrance (Riffell et al., 2009) . In both cases neural representations of component coding were identified in early olfactory processing areas of the mouse OB or the insect analog in the antennal lobe. These studies raise the possibility that, despite the apparent predominance of configural processing in the olfactory system, behaviorally relevant information can be extracted from distinct subsets of molecular components within a natural odor mixture. Whether the human brain similarly has access to elemental odor mixture information is not known.
While the smell of mouse urine or Datura fragrance carries specific ecological relevance for mice and moths, they are unlikely to have a similar potency for humans. However, one category that holds certain sway over human behavior is food aromas, which can serve as a powerful signal to both initiate and terminate feeding (Saper et al., 2002; Shepherd, 2006) . Moreover, the rewarding properties of a particular food odor can be selectively manipulated if the corresponding food is eaten to satiety, a phenomenon known as olfactory sensory-specific satiety , providing a robust experimental assay with direct relevance for an essential human behavior.
Here we used gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/ MS) to identify molecular components that make up the smell of a common food: peanut butter odor (PB-O). These odor components, along with PB-O and a control food odor (banana, CTL-O), were delivered to human subjects during fMRI, both before and after a lunch of peanut butter on crackers, as a way to induce olfactory sensory-specific satiety (Gottfried et al., 2003; Kringelbach et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2000) (Figure 1) . In this manner, we could track changes in satiety-related reward value both for an intact natural odor mixture and for its components and relate these changes to fMRI activity in brain regions associated with odor and reward value processing. This design enabled us to make specific inferences about the neural underpinnings that support either elemental or configural coding schemes.
There were three specific hypotheses that were considered. First, if the value of a complex food odor is processed configurally, then satiety-related behavioral and neural effects should be unique to the mixture. Therefore mixture-specific changes in brain activity might be expected to occur in olfactory regions previously associated with configural coding, such as the (A) Schematic of GC/MS equipment. The SPME fiber was exposed to the headspace of a peanut butter sample for 30 min before injection into GC column. (B) PB-O components identified by GC/MS analysis, listed in the order they came off the GC column, color coded by principal functional group. (C) Experimental timeline. In the prescanning phase, subjects rated the intensity of each of the 16 odor stimuli twice. These ratings were used to adjust odor concentrations in an attempt to minimize perceived intensity differences during the scanning session. Subjects also provided ratings of perceptual similarity between PB-O and each of its components in this phase. (D) Trial sequence. After a 1,500 ms ''ready'' cue, subjects were cued to sniff by presentation of a green crosshair during the 1,500 ms odor delivery. Then, after a variable delay, a rating prompt was shown.
posterior piriform cortex (PPC). Second, and conversely, if food odor value is coded elementally, then a subset of components should evoke satiety-related changes similar to the mixture, implying that the value representation embodied by the mixture is a function of some combination of its parts. A region that could maintain the fidelity of elemental olfactory information is the amygdala, which has access to representations of odorant identity through its direct inputs from discrete OB glomeruli (Buonviso et al., 1991; Haberly and Price, 1977; Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011) . As a third, hybrid hypothesis, configural and elemental processing might take place simultaneously in distinct circuits, implying that the olfactory system is capable of extracting behaviorally salient information from specific odorant components, while also encoding the unified representation of the whole odor. A plausible neural substrate for mediating such a dual-processing stream is the OFC, which receives projections from both PC and amygdala (Carmichael et al., 1994; Carmichael and Price, 1995) and has been implicated in olfactory stimulus and satiety-related reward value coding (Gottfried and Zald, 2005; Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 1995; Small et al., 2001 Small et al., , 2008 .
RESULTS

Satiety-Related Effects, the Whole Odor
Using GC/MS technology equipped with a solid-phase microextraction (SPME) fiber for odor headspace analysis ( Figure 1A ), we identified 14 components from samples of commercially available peanut butter odor ( Figure 1B and see Experimental Procedures). Each of these components has been previously detected in experiments analyzing the volatile headspace of peanut samples (Chetschik et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2011; Ng et al., 2008) . However, because these and other studies have identified significantly more than these 14 components in their mixture samples, we do not assume that our component set represents the complete molecular makeup of PB-O. Rather, we consider our set to constitute an experimentally tractable sample of the population of PB-O components with which to test hypotheses of configural and elemental mixture coding. Characterizing each component by its principal functional group, this set included six pyrazines, five aldehydes, and three ''others.'' High purity versions of these component odors, along with PB-O and CTL-O, were intermittently delivered to human participants while they underwent fMRI both before and after eating peanut butter to self-reported satiety ( Figure 1C ). Using an identical GC/MS analysis, we found that the CTL-O odor consisted of only three molecular components (isoamyl acetate, amyl acetate, and ethyl butyrate) and thus did not share any components with the PB-O mixture.
Immediately before and after the feeding phase of the experiment, subjects provided ratings of ''hunger,'' ''desire to eat,'' ''fullness,'' and ''satiety'' on visual analog scales. These ratings confirmed that subjects were hungry when they arrived at the experiment and full when they finished eating (all p's < 0.001, paired t tests; Figure S1 available online). After sniffing the odor on each trial, subjects provided ratings of either odor pleasantness or intensity, with ratings randomly presented such that the rating type could not be anticipated at the time of odor delivery. The behavioral efficacy of olfactory sensory-specific satiety was assessed by comparing the change in pleasantness rating from pre to postsatiety for PB-O to that of CTL-O. This analysis revealed that the pleasantness of PB-O was significantly reduced after the feeding phase, compared to the CTL-O (F 1,10 = 4.26, p = 0.033, one-tailed, interaction between odor condition and scanning session; repeated-measures ANOVA) (Figure 2A ). Using the same analysis, we found that the satiety manipulation had no significant effect on perceived odor intensity (F 1,10 = 1.38, p = 0.47; Figure S1 ) and did not influence sniff behavior (p's > 0.32 for sniff volume, peak amplitude, and sniff duration; Figure S2 ). We thus established a behavioral sensory-specific satiety effect, whereby the appetitive reward value of the sated odor was significantly diminished compared to the nonsated food odor, similar to previous findings (Gottfried et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2000; Rolls and Rolls, 1997) .
We analyzed fMRI activity in seven regions of interest (ROIs) commonly associated with odor and reward value processing: anterior piriform cortex (APC), PPC, OFC, amygdala (AM), anterior insula (AI), ventromedial prefrontal cortex (VMPFC), and ventral striatum (VS) ( Figure 2B ). ROIs were defined using a combination of anatomical and unbiased functional criteria (see Experimental Procedures). We first asked whether the behavioral satiety effect described above was mirrored by mean fMRI activity changes in any of these seven tested ROIs.
Utilizing an fMRI univariate analysis, we found a significant sensory-specific decrease in both OFC (F 1,10 = 11.33, p = 0.0072; Figures 2C and 2D ) and AI (F 1,10 = 4.89, p = 0.049; Figures 2E and 2F ). Satiety-related changes in mean fMRI activity were not observed in any other tested region (p's > 0.73; Figure S3) . Although there was no sensory-specific change in mean activity in AM, we did observe a significant main effect of testing session in this region, such that the fMRI signal evoked by PB-O and CTL-O was significantly reduced after satiety (F 1,10 = 4.99, p = 0.050; Figure S3 ). These findings are in accordance with previous studies demonstrating fMRI signatures of sensoryspecific satiety in OFC and AI (Critchley and Rolls, 1996; Gottfried et al., 2003; Kringelbach et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2000; Small et al., 2001; Sun et al., 2014) . Moreover, the AM has been shown to process both negative and positively valenced stimuli and is implicated in general processing of stimulus reward value (Baxter and Murray, 2002; Fontanini et al., 2009; Kadohisa and Wilson, 2006) .
Given that OFC has direct anatomical connections with all other tested ROIs (Barbas and Pandya, 1989; Carmichael et al., 1994; Carmichael and Price, 1996) , we next tested whether devaluation of the sated odor was associated with a change in functional coupling between OFC and these brain areas. To this end, we conducted a psychophysiological interaction (PPI) analysis to quantify fMRI signal coherence between an OFC seed region and each voxel in APC, PPC, AM, AI, VMPFC, and VS in both the pre and postsatiety sessions (see Experimental Procedures). The OFC voxels used collectively as the seed region were the same as those reported in the univariate analysis above. We found a significant satiety-related modulation of connectivity between OFC and AM, such that the connectivity strength associated with PB-O was significantly decreased after (legend continued on next page) satiety compared to CTL-O (F 1,10 = 4.61, p = 0.029, one-tailed; Figure 2G ). There were no satiety-related connectivity changes between OFC and any other tested region (p's > 0.47; Figure S3 ). Moreover, the spatial extent of this connectivity effect, calculated as the percentage of voxels within an ROI displaying a significant sensory-specific modulation of connectivity with OFC (at a liberal threshold of p < 0.05 uncorrected), was greater in AM than in any other tested region (F 2.03,20.31 = 6.05, p = 0.0085; post hoc t tests and p's < 0.01 in pairwise comparisons between OFC and each of the other ROIs; Figures 2H and 2I). Although the threshold of p < 0.05 was chosen arbitrarily for this analysis, this effect was persistent (i.e., more significant voxels in AM than in the other tested regions) across a range of p values between 0.01 and 0.1. Thus the satiety-related devaluation of PB-O was accompanied by a mean signal decrease in OFC as well as a modulation of functional connectivity between OFC and AM. Notably, we did not observe satiety-related changes in mean activity in PPC using univariate analyses (p = 0.46). However, recent studies from our laboratory have employed multivariate techniques to show that distributed patterns of activity across PPC voxels encode both odor objects and their associated reward value (Howard et al., 2009; Li et al., 2008) . We therefore conducted a multivoxel pattern analysis to test whether the satiety manipulation induced a sensory-specific modulation of fMRI ensemble activity in any of our tested regions. Linear correlations were calculated between presatiety and postsatiety patterns evoked by PB-O and compared to correlations between patterns evoked by CTL-O. In order to preserve the native spatial fidelity of the fMRI signal, correlations were calculated using patterns that were not spatially smoothed (see Experimental Procedures).
This analysis revealed a significant decorrelation, or divergence, between pre and postsatiety PPC patterns evoked by PB-O compared to CTL-O (t 10 = 3.09, p = 0.012, paired t test on Fisher Z-transformed correlation coefficients; Figure 3A ), but not in any other tested region (p's > 0.20, Figure S3 ). Moreover, the magnitude of sensory-specific pattern shift in PPC was directly related to the behavioral sensory-specific satiety effect on a subject-by-subject basis (r = À0.68, p = 0.021, Pearson correlation) ( Figures 3B and 3C ). These findings demonstrate that stimulus-specific changes in the reward value of a natural food odor are directly related to a divergence in odorevoked pattern ensemble activity in PPC, a key olfactory region that is critical for object-level processing of olfactory stimuli (Gottfried, 2010; Wilson and Sullivan, 2011) .
Satiety-Related Effects, Odor Components
The above results indicate that when a pleasurable food is eaten to satiety, the whole odor corresponding to that food is perceived as less pleasant, and elicits reduced mean fMRI activity in OFC and AI. Specific satiation to the full PB-O stimulus was also accompanied by functional decoupling of fMRI activity between OFC and AM and by decorrelation of fMRI ensemble patterns in PPC. We next asked whether these effects were confined to the whole PB-O (consistent with configural coding) or could also be identified in discrete odorant components of the full odor mixture (consistent with elemental coding).
None of the 14 components was associated with a significant decrease in pleasantness rating from pre to postsatiety, when compared to CTL-O ( Figures 4A and 4B ). However, when each component was tested against CTL-O in a session-by-odor interaction, four of the components evoked a significant sensory-specific decrease in mean OFC activity: 3-methyl butanal (''c3''; F 1,10 = 5.41, p = 0.042), 2,5-dimethyl pyrazine (''c8''; F 1,10 = 11.61, p = 0.0067), 2,3-dimethyl pyrazine (''c9''; F 1,10 = 6.52, p = 0.028), and 3-ethyl-2,5-dimethyl pyrazine (''c13''; F 1,10 = 7.83, p = 0.019; Figure 4C ). A follow-up test comparing average pleasantness rating change across these four components (c3, c8, c9, and c13) to the remaining ten components revealed a significant difference (t 10 = 2.86, p = 0.0085), suggesting that while no single component was sufficient to evoke a behavioral effect similar to the PB-O mixture, these four components in concert evoked significant satietyrelated reward devaluation. Contrary to the element-based findings in OFC, when we examined component coding in AI, no PB-O component was associated with a significant satietyrelated change in mean fMRI activity, either in the comparison to CTL-O (as was done with PB-O; repeated-measures ANOVA, p's > 0.13) or in the comparison of pre to postsatiety (paired t tests, p's > 0.23).
In order to determine whether satiety-related changes in OFC activity were related to initial differences among the components in OFC signal strength or perceptual ratings, we tested these measures using one-way ANOVAs in data from the presatiety session only. There was no significant difference across PB-O components in presatiety OFC signal (F 13,130 = 1.25, p = 0.29) . While the components differed in presatiety pleasantness (F 13,130 = 3.87, p < 0.001) and intensity (F 13,130 = 4.96, p < 0.001), there was no difference when we averaged these presatiety ratings across the presumably salient components (c3, c8, c9, and c13) and tested them against ratings averaged across the nonsalient components (presatiety pleasantness: t 10 = 0.87, p = 0.41; presatiety intensity, t 10 = 0.157, p = 0.88). These results suggest that the component-specific changes in OFC signal were not driven merely by disparity among the components in initial OFC signal or subjective pleasantness or intensity ratings.
As reported above, there was a decrease in mean AM activity for both PB-O and CTL-O (see Figure S3 ), but no sensory-specific effect in this region. Therefore, we did not test component responses against CTL-O in this region, as was done in the OFC. Instead, we simply tested whether the mean postsatiety fMRI signal was significantly different from the presatiety signal for each component. Using this analysis, we found that two of the components evoked a significant decrease in AM activity from pre to postsatiety: 2,5-dimethyl pyrazine (c8; t 10 = 1.85, p = 0.047), and 3-ethyl-2,5-dimethyl pyrazine (c13; t 10 = 2.10, p = 0.031; Figure 4D ). Given that PB-O was associated with a sensory-specific decoupling of functional activity between OFC and AM after satiety, we also tested whether this effect could be observed for any of the PB-O components. For this analysis we averaged component-specific connectivity parameters across voxels that exhibited a significant sensory-specific change in connectivity for PB-O versus CTL-O (p < 0.05). One subject had no significant voxels from this analysis, so the following results were averaged across ten subjects. We found a significant sensory-specific decrease in connectivity between the OFC seed region and AM for 3-methyl butanal (c3; F 1,9 = 5.43, p = 0.045) and 3-ethyl-2,5-dimethyl pyrazine (c13; F 1,9 = 4.02, p = 0.038, one-tailed; Figure 4E ).
These results demonstrate that a subset of components evoked neural effects similar to the whole odor in which they are found, providing evidence that the satiety-related reward value of a natural odor mixture is coded elementally by a subset of its parts. Given that satiety-related changes in perceived pleasantness of PB-O closely mirrored changes in mean OFC activity (see Figure 2C ), we also considered whether there might be a systematic relationship between pleasantness and OFC activity across the full set of components. To this end, we regressed satiety-related changes in mean OFC activity, mean AM activity, and OFC/AM functional connectivity against pleasantness rating change across the full set of 14 components. In each case, we found a significant positive correlation between neural effects and behavioral ratings (mean OFC signal change; r = 0.72, p = 0.004; mean AM signal change; r = 0.63, p = 0.016; and OFC/AM connectivity change; r = 0.78, p = 0.0011; Figures  5A-5C ). By comparison, there was no significant correlation between any of these effects and component-specific changes in perceived intensity (p's > 0.1, Figure S4 ). These findings suggest that while a subset of components behaves like the mixture itself, the remaining components may also contribute to reward value coding in a graded way, such that the mixture effect is a combination of effects across all mixture components.
Whereas a subset of PB-O components elicited similar mean activity effects to the whole odor in OFC and AM, no component evoked a significant shift in ensemble patterns of voxel activity in PPC (p's > 0.32, paired t tests), when compared to the whole odor mixture response ( Figure S5 ). Moreover, there was no relationship between satiety-related PPC pattern change and pleasantness rating across the component set (r = À0.28, p = 0.34; Figure S5 ). Thus the sensory-specific pattern changes were specific to the whole PB-O, suggesting that the effects observed in PPC constitute a more configural processing mode.
Physical and Perceptual Characteristics of Odor Mixture Components
The demonstration that sensory-specific satiety has a direct impact on the components comprising the sated food odor led us to consider whether specific physical features could explain the contribution of a given odor component to the observed behavioral and fMRI effects. To this end, we used commercially available software to tabulate 32 molecular descriptors for each PB-O component (see Experimental Procedures). By conducting principal components analysis and k-means clustering on these descriptors, we determined that the components fell into three groups: (1) the five aldehydes plus ''c2'' and ''c14''; (2) the six pyrazines; and 3) ''c5'' ( Figure 6A ). When averaging effects across components in groups 1 and 2, we found no significant differences between these groups in terms of satietyrelated changes in perceived pleasantness, mean OFC activity, mean AM activity, or functional connectivity between OFC and AM (p's > 0.22; Figure S6 ). Thus the molecular features of a given odor mixture component are not apparently related to their propensity to exhibit satiety-related value signaling similar to the mixture itself.
We also explored whether olfactory perceptual features could inform the relationship between the odor components and the satiety-related effects. In order to index odor quality, ratings of perceptual similarity between each PB-O component and the PB-O mixture were collected in a separate testing session prior to scanning. Across the set of components, similarity to the PB-O mixture (i.e., how ''peanut butter-like'' each component was) was significantly correlated with satiety-related changes in component pleasantness (r = À0.74, p = 0.0023; Figure 6B ). There was also a trend toward significance in the correlation between component similarity to PB-O and satiety-related changes in mean OFC activity (r = À0.49, p = 0.083, data not shown). However, there was no relationship between component similarity to PB-O and concomitant satiety-related changes in mean AM activity (r = À0.40, p = 0.16), OFC-AM connectivity (r = À0.39, p = 0.19), or PPC pattern shifts (r = 0.13, p = 0.65). These results suggest that there was some relationship between component similarity to PB-O, and its propensity to evoke mixture-like changes in pleasantness rating and mean OFC fMRI signal.
DISCUSSION
A key function of the brain is to extract behaviorally relevant information from complex real-world stimuli. Sensory systems can adopt different processing strategies to contend with this complexity. In configural processing, stimulus parts are integrated into perceptual wholes that convey meaning, for example, the sight of a stalking lion, or the smell of its hide. In 
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Across the set of PB-O components, satiety-related change in pleasantness was significantly correlated with change in mean OFC activity (A), mean AM activity (B), and change in functional connectivity between OFC and AM (C).
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Olfactory Coding of Odor Parts and Odor Wholes elemental processing, the stimulus parts themselves may hold salience, for example, specific visual details of the lion's face, or specific odor components contained in the lion's scent. Data presented here indicate that the human olfactory system engages both configural and elemental strategies to encode odor salience, with dissociable brain areas supporting each of these processing modes.
Our study utilized an olfactory paradigm of sensory-specific satiety, in which the pleasantness of an odor is reduced when its corresponding food has been eaten to satiety. In this way, we were able to determine whether satiety-induced changes in odor pleasantness (reward value) could be isolated at the level of individual components, and, if so, which brain regions were involved. Critically, a GC/MS system enabled us to identify 14 odor components of a complex natural food aroma, PB-O, which is widely enjoyed in humans and holds behavioral relevance for this species. Similar GC/MS approaches have been used in animal models to test brain activity to components of natural odors holding behavioral salience for rodent and insect species (Lin et al., 2005; Riffell et al., 2009) .
Direct evidence for elemental representations of a natural food odor was found in the analysis of PB-O components: a small subset of the 14 components was associated with satietyrelated response decreases in both the OFC and AM. Moreover, a functional connectivity analysis revealed a satiety-specific reduction of odor-evoked coupling between OFC and AM for two components (3-ethyl-2,5-dimethyl pyrazine and 3-methyl butanal). Finally, across the full set of components, satietyrelated changes in pleasantness correlated with corresponding fMRI changes in OFC activity, AM activity, and OFC-AM connectivity. These effects were not influenced by mere component differences in presatiety pleasantness or intensity, nor did they appear to be related to particular physicochemical characteristics. Indeed, while three of the components mediating fMRI changes were pyrazine molecules, another three pyrazines had no influence on value-related representations in either OFC or AM.
Although speculative, the unique behavioral and neural response profile exhibited by these putatively relevant components may be due to their more consistent representation in naturally occurring variants of peanut odor mixtures. In this hypothetical scenario, repeated experience with such variants could possibly ''tune'' the system toward more efficiently extracting relevant value information from the most stable mixture components. In a follow-up GC/MS analysis, we found that 12 of the 14 PB-O components identified in our original peanut butter samples were present in four additional commercially available natural peanut butter brands (see Experimental Procedures). Interestingly, the two components that were not consistently found in these other brands (c2, 2-butanone and c12, trimethyl pyrazine) were not included in the subset of ''salient'' PB-O components. However, this analysis did not provide conclusive evidence for or against the hypothesis that behaviorally relevant components in particular are represented more consistently across varieties of peanut butter odors, and a more comprehensive study of odor mixture variants with known genetic origins would be necessary to fully address this question.
Insofar as certain components in an odor mixture may preferentially embody the behavioral salience of the mixture itself, it is imperative that component-specific signal fidelity be preserved in projections from the olfactory bulb to downstream cortical areas. Anatomical tracing studies have shown that projections from distinct glomeruli in the OB terminate in spatially invariant subregions of the AM (Miyamichi et al., 2011; Sosulski et al., 2011) . As both an integral site for processing odor hedonic value (Gottfried et al., 2002; Royet et al., 2003; Zald and Pardo, 1997) and a downstream target of appetite-suppressing neurons from the brainstem (Carter et al., 2013) , the AM constitutes a biologically plausible substrate in which component-specific value signals related to satiety state could be represented. The demonstration of elemental odor processing in human AM is compatible with these anatomical findings and provides novel functional support for the role of this brain area in having access to component-level value information about a complex natural odor mixture. That we observed a satiety-related decrease in mean signal intensity for both PB-O and CTL-O suggests that value-related coding in this region is not sensory-specific, but may act as a more permissive gateway through which interconnected brain regions could access hedonic information about a mixture or a subset of its components.
Conversely, evidence for olfactory configural processing was identified in PPC. Distributed ensemble patterns of odor-evoked PPC activity diverged from pre to postsatiety for the whole PB-O, compared to CTL-O, but such pattern changes were not observed for any of the PB-O components. That a qualitative reorganization of odor coding in PPC was restricted to the whole mixture accords well with rodent and human data, which increasingly indicate that this region supports configural object-level representations of odor qualities and categories (Barnes et al., 2008; Howard et al., 2009; Kadohisa and Wilson, 2006; Li et al., 2008) . Interestingly, the fact that sensory-specific satiety modulated the PPC pattern representation in response to the same PB-O stimulus implies that a change in the reward value of an olfactory object has a fundamental effect on how that object is encoded and perceived.
The findings in PPC can also be understood in context of its known anatomical and physiological properties. In contrast to the point correspondence between the OB and AM, the PC receives diffuse and distributed inputs from individual mitral cells in the bulb, without apparent topographical organization (Chapuis and Wilson, 2012; Ghosh et al., 2011; Miyamichi et al., 2011; Rennaker et al., 2007; Sosulski et al., 2011; Stettler and Axel, 2009 ). The divergent nature of these projections would make it difficult to map odor-evoked activity patterns in the PPC onto component-specific representations in the bulb. In effect, the elemental composition of an odor mixture becomes inaccessible at the level of PPC. That said, satiety-related changes associated with PB-O could theoretically generalize to odor components sharing perceptual similarity with the whole stimulus mixture (Guttman and Kalish, 1956; Kahnt et al., 2012) . In this manner, the reward value of a particularly peanut-buttery component might evoke pattern effects similar to PB-O itself.
We did not observe any relationship between pattern effects in PPC and component similarity to PB-O (see Figure S5) , perhaps owing to the fact that even the most peanut-like component (c13, 3-ethyl 2,5-dimethyl pyrazine) was rated only modestly similar to PB-O (+2.5, on a scale from À10 to +10). We did, however, find that component similarity to PB-O was directly related to satiety-related component pleasantness rating changes (see Figure 6B) , and trended toward a significant relationship with mean OFC signal change. In addition, the most similar component, c13, was associated with satiety effects in OFC, AM, and the functional connectivity between the two (see Figures 4C-4E) . That odor components with greater perceptual similarity to peanut butter are more likely to evoke effects comparable to the mixture implies that some degree of generalization occurred. The range of stimulus generalization could be intrinsically limited to those components embedded within the odor mixture itself. As a form of within-mixture generalization, perceptual similarity to the whole odor would determine which components are targets of sensory-specific satiety, enhancing the complexity of signal inputs available for downstream processing. Alternatively, stimulus generalization could be extrinsic to the set of mixture components, such that sensory-specific olfactory devaluation would transfer to any odor sharing perceptual attributes, irrespective of whether that odor was part of the original mixture. This process by which sensory-specific odor devaluation broadly generalizes to perceptually related odors would help diversify selection of nutritionally unique foodstuffs. Distinguishing between these two scenarios is difficult in the present experiment, though in future studies, and in line with experimental paradigms in rodent models (Barnes et al., 2008; Chapuis and Wilson, 2012) , it would be intriguing to systematically remove specific components from the whole PB-O as a method of assessing intrinsic versus extrinsic generalization effects.
Evidence for configural coding of olfactory reward value was also found in AI. In contrast to the profile observed in OFC, satiety-related changes in mean AI fMRI activity were restricted to the whole PB-O mixture, and were not observed for any PB-O components. Previous studies of insula function suggest that the anterior portion in particular is involved in processing the behavioral salience of sensory stimuli and coordinating with other large-scale brain networks to orient attentional resources toward those stimuli (Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Seeley et al., 2007; Touroutoglou et al., 2012) . Insofar as the behavioral salience of the sated odor was diminished after satiety, the findings in AI would be consistent with the idea that attention is shifted toward nonsated food odors that retain behavioral salience. Further evidence for such a role for AI comes from a rodent study in which rats with AI lesions continued to press a lever to receive a devalued food after satiety, suggesting that this region is critical for updating associations between food-related stimuli and their associated reward (Balleine and Dickinson, 2000) .
Here we have shown that the human olfactory system can process the olfactory reward value of a natural food odor by simultaneously employing elemental processes in AM and configural processes in PPC. Previous studies in nonhuman model systems have found evidence for both processing modes in the olfactory system (Livermore et al., 1997; Meyer and Galizia, 2012) , providing empirical support for the proposed theory that odordriven behavior arises from a combination of two primary mechanisms (Wilson and Stevenson, 2006) . In the ''physicochemical'' mode, simple odors or individual molecules within an odor mixture are sufficient to drive stereotypical or innate behavioral responses. In the ''memory-based'' mode, odor mixtures are synthesized into unitary, perceptual wholes that are associated with object-level perception and are susceptible to experiencebased plasticity. Taken together, the results presented here provide evidence that such dual mode processing is in place in the human brain.
The demonstration of both elemental and synthetic forms of odor processing highlights the perceptual ''multiplexing'' capacity of the human olfactory system to extract different forms of information from odor stimuli (Gire et al., 2013) . Interestingly, our data suggest that OFC may reside at the core of these processes: from pre to postsatiety, the whole PB-O stimulus and several of the PB-O components were associated with a decrease in mean OFC activity and with a functional decoupling between OFC and AM. This scheme is in accordance with olfactory learning studies in rodents demonstrating that disrupting functional connectivity between OFC and AM can impair the ability to update stimulus-reward associations (Baxter et al., 2000; Saddoris et al., 2005; Schoenbaum et al., 2003) . Based on its central role in olfactory processing (Gottfried and Zald, 2005; O'Doherty et al., 2000; Schoenbaum and Eichenbaum, 1995) and its bidirectional connectivity with both AM and PPC (Carmichael et al., 1994; Carmichael and Price, 1995) , the OFC is well positioned to integrate both configural and elemental streams of information. Access to component-specific olfactory representations in the AM could provide a mechanism for OFC to rapidly and efficiently ''read out'' value-related information from small subsets of odor mixture molecules, whereas access to object-level representations in PPC would offer a way to link value signals in OFC with the specific quality, or identity, of the odor. Importantly, both processing modes would contain information about the reward value of the mixture, and either mode could be engaged during a given task to optimize reward-related behavior.
The idea that a unique subset of PB-O components may signal the reward value of the whole mixture has intriguing implications. Taking this concept to an extreme, one might predict that spiking the four identified components into any odor mixture should confer added value (literally) to that mixture. Even the presence of these four components in other food smells might alter behavioral acceptance of these foods, despite the fact that they share little perceptual similarity with PB-O. Such scenarios could be counterproductive, with the undesirable side effect of enhancing consumption of foodstuffs that may not be optimal. Rather, an arrangement where elemental and configural systems cooperate to form integrated representations of value and quality, with perturbations in one system inducing changes in the other, would offer a more stable framework for guiding food-based behaviors. As a higher-order olfactory region with access to both elemental and configural information, the OFC may act as a coincidence detector, such that for a behavioral response to be driven by a given stimulus, it must evoke recognizable representations at both the object and component level, conferring the ability to respond to stimuli not just with overlapping physical or perceptual features, but with a combination of both.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Identification of Peanut Butter Odor Components PB-O components were identified from the gaseous headspace of a sample of commercially available peanut butter (Smucker's Organic Creamy) using GC/ MS equipment (7890A GC system, 5975C mass spectrometry detector, Agilent Technologies). For each sample analysis, 2 g of peanut butter prepared in a 20 ml vial was transferred by a robotic autosampler (Gerstel) to a 60 C agitation chamber. A solid-phase microextraction (SPME) (Supelco, Sigma-Aldrich) fiber was then injected through a septum in the vial, exposed to the sample headspace for 30 min, and then transferred to the injection port of an HP-5ms (5% phenyl and 95% methylpolysiloxane) GC column where it was held at 270 C for 1 minute to allow for desorption of the volatiles into the column. The GC oven temperature was held at 35 C for 1 min, increased to 60 C at 5 C/min., held at 60 C for 5 min, and increased to 230 C at 15 C/ min. There were three different types of SPME fibers that were used (CAR/ PDMS, DVB/CAR/PDMS, and PDMS/DVB), each of which has a coating designed for optimal adsorption of a distinct range of molecular features. For each fiber type, three identical GC/MS runs described above were conducted, each using a fresh sample of peanut butter. Chromatogram peaks were identified offline using the National Institute of Standards and Technology mass spectral library in ChemStation software. A component was considered to be reliably identified if it was present on all three repetitions of one of the three SPME fibers. The same analysis technique was used to identify molecular components of the control odor (Old Hickory Brand banana extract), and the four other tested brands of peanut butter odor (Skippy Natural, Simply Jif, Krema Natural, and Roundy's Natural).
Participants
There were 13 right-handed, nonsmoking participants with no history of neurological disorders that gave informed consent to take part in this experiment according to protocols approved by the Northwestern University Institutional Review Board. Due to technical difficulties encountered during scanning, two participants were excluded from the study.
Stimuli and Delivery
High purity synthetic versions of the 14 identified PB-O components were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich and prepared for testing at low concentrations (1%-5%, dissolved in mineral oil or propylene glycol). PB-O was prepared from a sample of peanut butter oil, and CTL-O was prepared from a sample of banana extract. For prescanning behavioral testing, odorants were prepared in amber bottles. During scanning, odorants were delivered using a custom built olfactometer that diverts air at a flow rate of 2.5 l/min through vessels containing polyethylene pellets soaked in liquid odorants (Gottfried et al., 2002) .
Prescanning Behavioral Ratings
Participants were cued by a computer screen to sniff one of the 14 PB-O components prepared in an amber bottle and rate how similar it was to PB-O on a visual analog scale (anchors ''not at all alike'' and ''identical''). Each component was rated twice, and subjects were allowed to sniff a sample of PB-O ad libitum as they gave their ratings.
fMRI Scanning Parameters Gradient-echo spin-spin relaxation time-weighted echoplanar images were acquired with a Siemens Trio 3T scanner using parallel imaging and a 12-channel head-coil (repetition time [TRs], 2 s; echo time, 20 ms; matrix size, 128 3 120 voxels; field-of-view, 220 3 206mm; in-plane resolution, 1.72 3 1.72mm; slice thickness, 2 mm; gap, 1 mm; and acquisition angle, 30 rostral to the intercommissural line). A 1 mm 3 isotropic spin-lattice relaxation time (T1)-weighted MRI scan was also acquired.
fMRI Scanning Experiment Subjects were instructed to skip the meal prior to arriving at the experiment and thus arrive in a hungry state. In the presatiety phase of the experiment, subjects underwent four 10 min fMRI runs during which each of the 16 odors was presented three times in pseudorandom order. On each trial subjects were cued to make a sniff and then rate either the pleasantness or intensity of the odor. On a third of the trials there was no rating. The three rating types were pseudorandomly paired with the odors, such that they could not be anticipated at the time of odor presentation. Ratings of odor pleasantness (anchors ''extremely pleasant'' and ''extremely unpleasant'') and odor intensity (anchors ''extremely weak'' and ''extremely strong'') were made on a visual analog scale using a magnetic resonance-compatible trackball mouse. The postsatiety phase was identical to the presatiety phase except that the stimulus order was independently randomized. In the feeding phase, subjects were given a newly opened jar of peanut butter and a plate of low-sodium crackers, and allowed to eat until self-reported satiety.
Respiratory Monitoring
Subjects were loosely affixed with respiratory effort bands to monitor breathing (Gottfried et al., 2002) . Sniff waveforms were extracted for each trial, sorted by condition, and normalized within scanning session. Sniff volume, peak amplitude, and duration were calculated separately for each trial and then averaged across trials for group statistical analysis ( Figure S2 ).
Region of Interest Definition APC, PPC, and AM were manually drawn according to a neuroanatomical atlas (Mai et al., 2004) on each subject's T1 anatomical scan using MRIcron (http:// www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron/). The OFC ROI was defined as a subregion of the entire OFC, centered near the intersection of the medial, lateral, and transverse orbital sulci according to a meta-analysis of odorevoked activity in human OFC (Gottfried and Zald, 2005) . For AI, VMPFC, and VS, regional centroids (coordinates) were defined in standardized Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space, according to a meta-analysis of human fMRI studies reporting brain activation related to subjective value judgments (Bartra et al., 2013) . These coordinates were AI (À30, 22, À6; and 32, 20, À6); VMPFC (2, 46, À8); and VS (À12, 12, À6; and 12, 10, À6). MNI coordinates were converted to each subject's native T1 space, and a sphere with a radius of four voxels was grown around each converted coordinate to define the ROI. The T1 scan was coregistered to the mean realigned functional image using SPM8 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) on a subject-by-subject basis, and the resulting spatial transformation parameters were applied to the ROIs.
fMRI Data Analysis All functional scans across both pre and postsatiety phases were spatially realigned to the first scan of the first imaging run using SPM8 to correct for head movement. fMRI activity for each scan and voxel in the ROIs was extracted from the functional volumes using custom scripts written in Matlab (MathWorks). To remove the effects of sensory habituation, for each voxel, the time series of fMRI activity in a scanning run was temporally detrended by subtracting the second order trend from the data. Data were then sorted by ROI and odor condition and averaged across the first eight TRs (12.08 s) after stimulus onset for each trial. Noisy voxels were removed from the data set by testing an ANOVA across all 16 conditions in each ROI using the presatiety data only. Because all subsequent analyses considered interactions between condition and scanning session, this voxel selection technique remained independent and did not bias further results. Voxels with a p-value > 0.5 were discarded, and the remaining data were analyzed in two ways. We first tested for satiety-related effects carried in the mean signal averaged across voxels in an ROI. Second, we tested whether the satiety manipulation caused changes in multivoxel patterns of odor-evoked fMRI activity in a given region. In both cases, we first tested for an effect specific to PB-O versus CTL-O, and then tested if any of the PB-O components evoked a similar effect.
Mean Signal Analysis
For the mean analysis, within each subject, ROI, scanning session, and condition, the fMRI signal was averaged across trials and voxels that survived the liberally thresholded omnibus ANOVA described above. For the PB-O versus CTL-O analysis (see Figure 2B ), we tested for satiety-related differences in a two-way repeated-measures ANOVA with subjects as repetitions and condition and scanning session (pre and postsatiety) as factors. For the PB-O component analysis (see Figure 4C ), each component was tested separately in a similar two-way ANOVA against CTL-O.
Multivoxel Pattern Analysis
Data were averaged across trials (but not voxels), resulting in a single pattern of voxel activity for each subject, ROI, condition, and scanning session. Each pattern was Z scored across voxels, such that no subsequent effects from this analysis could be explained by mere differences in mean activity levels across conditions. Linear correlations were then calculated between pre and postsatiety patterns for each condition. Group effects were calculated using paired t tests on the Fisher z-transformed correlation coefficients (z = 0.5*ln [(1+r)/(1-r)]).
Functional Connectivity Analysis
We used the generalized form of the PPI model (Friston et al., 1997; McLaren et al., 2012) to test for satiety-related changes in functional connectivity between an OFC seed region and all voxels in the remaining ROIs. The seed region was defined as the set of OFC voxels that passed the omnibus ANOVA used to select voxels for the mean signal analysis. We then constructed a general linear model for each subject consisting of 32 ''psychological regressors'' (one for each of the 16 odor conditions and two scanning sessions), two ''physiological regressors'' (the average OFC activity in each of the two sessions), and six regressors for the head movement parameters derived from the motion correction process. Odor onsets were modeled as events and convolved with the canonical hemodynamic response function. The PPI parameters estimated from this model thus reflected the correlation between the average OFC activity and every scanned voxel in the brain. Parameters corresponding to voxels in the remaining ROIs were sorted by condition and scanning session, averaged across voxels within the ROI, and tested at the group level for satietyrelated interaction effects.
Molecular Feature Analysis
The 32 molecular descriptors used in this analysis (tabulated using Dragon software, Talete) were identified in a previous study as maximally accounting for odor-evoked neural activity changes across model species, neural recording methods, and odorants (Haddad et al., 2008) . Principal components analysis, k-means clustering, and silhouette value (Rousseeuw, 1987) calculation were performed using Matlab scripts (MathWorks).
Statistics
Based on previous studies of satiety and reward value processing, we had strong directional hypotheses regarding expected changes in the behavioral and univariate fMRI effects (Critchley and Rolls, 1996; Gottfried et al., 2003; O'Doherty et al., 2000; Rolls and Rolls, 1997) , as well as OFC-AM connectivity (Baxter et al., 2000; Saddoris et al., 2005; Schoenbaum et al., 2003) . Statistical significance was assessed using repeated-measures ANOVA (for session-bycondition interactions) and paired t tests (for comparisons between two conditions) with a threshold of p < 0.05, two-tailed, unless otherwise noted. Component effects (see Figures 4C-4E ) were corrected for multiple comparisons using false discovery rate correction with a q-value set to 0.1 (p < 0.029, one-tailed, 14 comparisons). 
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